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“The uniﬁcation of the human race was the
only way to stop and ﬁnally defeat the
deadliest plague to infect the planet. It took
us all, all of us to ﬁnally wake up and
realize who our true enemy was. A parasitic
creature like no other, that wanted to divide
us and keep us mentally enslaved so that
they could continue to spread their evil on to
the world. This is in the hopes that
humanity will never become obsolete.” K.R.M.
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“This book refuses to appease, comfort,
coddle or pacify white fragility, white
privilege, so-called white supremacy nor the
illusions or fallacy of whiteness.” - MJW
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1. A World Without Hate
2. The Delusional Bubble of White
America
3. The Rise Of Black America
4. The Dreamers & Deportation
5. The Yellow Man Cometh
6. Collusion, Corruption, & Treason
7. Nuclear War & Global Warming
8. Africa the Motherland & Uniﬁcation
9. Sun God, Earth God, & Queen God the
Black Women
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CHAPTER ONE
A World Without Hate
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This is our Utopia. The world is a
diﬀerent but be er place than it once was.
There is no such thing as race or racism and
no such thing as a separation of the races. In
a world that is well over four and a half
billion years old and a species, the human
race, well over two million years old, it took
the deadliest virus, no a plague never before
seen by mankind to ﬁnally help create and
unite a world that had become divided for
centuries, thousands of years to unite and
ﬁght to save not only mankind and the
human race but to save the planet itself from
this deadly and destructive parasite that
plagued and infected this planet that we
now call Earth 6.0
The evolution of the human race had been
well-documented thousands of years ago
but the fact that those who did the
documenting, researching, and recording
had an agenda meant that many of the socalled facts that we thought we knew. Were
nothing more than lies and falsehoods used
to help perpetuate and establish the
plague's’, the parasites’ plan to destabilize
the planet and the human race in order to
gain control and dominate the world for
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gain control and dominate
thousands of years. We now live on a planet
that is free from the evils of division and the
ugliness of racism and hatred that helped
the parasites that infected the planet to
spread its diseases worldwide for thousands
of years.

The world is free from the poisonous and
toxic chemicals that were mostly caused by
pollution emi ed from the so-called
industrial complex that competed globally in
an a empt to maximize their proﬁt margins
at the expense of the health of the world’s
citizens and at the expense of the planet.
Earth is once again a place of hopes and
dreams that mankind can enjoy. No longer
is the planet a victim of overconsumption as
the population of the world has dwindled
greatly in order for the planet to sustain
itself. The world’s population went from
over nine billion people at the end of the
twenty-ﬁrst century to now just under ﬁve
hundred million. World Wars, Civil Wars,
Global Warming, diseases, famine, and
other factors caused the world’s population
to decrease ten-fold less than ﬁve to six
thousand years later. The world we now live
in is a place that no longer lives with the fear
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of nuclear war, the destabilization of
governments, racism, global warming, or
warmongering regimes that put the world at
risk to total annihilation.
Technology and the advancement of
technology also helped to usher in the
destruction or should we say the quick and
rapid decline of the world’s population as
the more advanced the world became, the
more technology was used to do harm and
empower those whose only concern was
their wealth and their status. Less than one
percent of the world was considered rich or
wealth as the majority of the world was poor
and impoverished. The rich and powerful
lack of concern and humanity allowed for
the majority of the world’s population to die
from lack of food and water but also from
the lack of access to medical care and
shelter. The world before the cleansing of
the parasitic creatures that ruled the world
had become a destitute and decrypted place
for those who lacked the ﬁnancial resources
to compete in the so-called global economy.
The so-called rich and the powerful only
concern was their ability to gain more
wealth and more power even if it meant
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wealth and more power
even if it meant
sucking and draining the world’s resources
dry and even if that meant the deaths of
billions of the world’s population.

The world as we now know it is a world
of peace and community and where people
are judged by their character and not by
their race, the color of their skin, or their
belief system like in the old days as those
things were used as a crutch and wedge
issue to keep the world docile and ignorant
to the fact that the parasitic plague that came
to be, used these divisive issues to separate
the people of this world in order to keep the
people ignorant to what their brutal and
horriﬁc agenda truly was. The parasitic
plague was created because man has always
envisioned himself as God or as a supreme
being and has always wanted to prove how
powerful he was. The creation of the plague
like most biological weapons and chemical
weapons was created by man to gain
absolute power but the creator failed to
understand what he unleashed on the world
was pure evil, the epitome of evilness that
mankind would ever experience in its
existence. It took thousands of years for the
world to ﬁnally ﬁnd a cure and defeat this
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a cure and defeat this
parasitic plague that mutated over time until
it’s ﬁnal mutation led to the barbaric beast
that the world had to unite against to ﬁght
and ﬁnally defeat.
The worst mutation of this parasitic
creature overpopulated the world then
began to infect the world with its evilness
and barbaric ideology. These monstrous
creatures got a foothold in governments, like
America, and in Europe and began the slow
and meticulous process of brainwashing the
masses into believing in its hateful and
idiotic and barbaric ideology that splintered
the world for thousands of years. We have
researched and documented the parasitic
creatures’ path of unholy and ungodly
destruction so that they will never again
infect the world with its disease of hatred,
racism, and divisiveness. The delusional
bubble that these parasitic creatures created
caused the world to slowly believe in its
hateful and vile ideology. Lies became the
truth. The ruthless American regime that
took control of the world manipulated the
narrative through brainwashing, subliminal
messaging through the media and also
through outright brute force. The
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through outright brute
force. The
murderous regime of the parasitic clan,
these parasitic creatures knew no bounds
when it came to forcing their ideology onto
the world’s population. Their
destructiveness nearly crippled the moral
fabric of the human race who had nearly
succumb to the ruthless and barbaric ways
of the parasitic creatures. The human race,
fortunately, withstood the evil ways of the
parasitic creatures and fortunately brought
the world from the brink of total
annihilation.

We now live in a world were happiness
and fortune for all is the norm. Those who
came before us and was a minority in the
ﬁght for good and righteousness against the
face of evil fought hard and valiantly to
ensure a world of peace in a time where the
parasitic creatures and their puppets tried to
normalize racism, the telling of lies and
falsehoods, and the false ideology of white
superiority and white supremacy.
Thousands of years later, we continue to
ﬁght to ensure that this plague or any other
plague or plagues will never infect the
world again and cause the kind of harm and
destructiveness that the world faced before.
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There is no longer the disease of selﬁshness
on this planet. We now live as a community
and self-sacriﬁce is the norm. The world
community has slowly relearned that
humanity and unity is the key to our
survival. The plague has united the world
that we now live on and hopefully that will
continue as we will always be vigilant in
reminding those who now live on this planet
to never forget the past and never forget
how the world became the victim of our
own doing as we turned our backs on our
spirituality and on each other, thus allowing
for the parasitic creatures the opportunity to
force its evil ways into our world.
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